*** We strongly encourage creatives of all mediums to give these prompts a spin
in their respective disciplines! Nothing Gutslut does is ever writer-exclusive!

MULTIMEDIA ALL THE WAY<3

Gutslut Press:
#Gutober 2021 Prompts

Day 1
Write about an alien with a blankie. And remember to have your alien commit grave sins!

Day 2
Think about a suicidal squid with a passion for brick laying. Keep in mind that all the squid’s
friends are fire ants.

Day 3
Recall Octopi. Then, write about a band of them in a fruitless journey for the Fountain of
Anti-Youth. Sometimes, they borrow each others’ tentacles to fashion jewelry -- which they
then also wear.

Day 4
Write about a fire-breathing phone booth, and the demons who squeeze themselves into its
glassy, otherworldly confines for one reason, and one reason only: to party.

Day 5
Dream about a very sad deer who makes moonshine in the forest. The deer and the Moon are
not on speaking terms after a recent, heated argument that broke both their hearts.

Day 6
Think about a devilish alien with otherworldly aspirations. Being a devil is a lot of pressure,
but so is eating human fashion magazines under the covers at night.

Day 7
Consider tentacles as an abstraction. Then, infuse chaos and an existential crisis.

Day 8
Write about your feelings as if they are visual art, and the things you write about them are
ekphrasis. Then, add a multitude of eyeballs.

Day 9
Teeth. A planet of aliens where all of them are covered in teeth. Still, nothing on their planet
has inspired them to consider chewing. In fact, they do not even know of the fine art of
chewing -- only that something major is missing from their world.

Day 10
Write about a necromancer who would rather be dead than raise the dead. Then, have them
accept a strange potion from a mysterious eel who has an obsession with pop stars.

Day 11
Recall a gut and an eel falling in love. Then, write about them shifting into the next stage of
their spiritual evolutions — together.

Day 12
Consider a queer octopus with a passion for auras. Keep in mind that this octopus also holds
the key to the underworld.

Day 13
Consider the adventures of neighborhood alien cats who befriend neighborhood demon cats.
The trees droop all around them; the soil screams; the ocean ignites itself with dead urchininfused flames. The alien cats and demon cats squeal with glee.

Day 14
Suicidaliens are stuck making potions for their rich, evil human captors. These will be used to
harm the aliens they have yet to conquer. The suicidaliens begin to fathom ideas of
colonization and capitalism. Now, they have a choice to make.

Day 15
A necromantic robot wakes up with all its organs on the outside of its body, and all its
externalities internalized. Its organs are wet and gooey -- not what it was told would be inside
by its makers. What does the robot do next? #ExistentialCrisis

Day 16
A one-headed serpent with six bodies wishes to transcend its corporeal form. Its best friend is
a teddy left behind in a forest by accident... But why, oh why, has the teddy bear started
screaming? What does it know that the one-headed serpent doesn’t?

Day 17
An alien is wearing a fancy ball gown. Today is the day they will dance in the hopes the bones
the humans implanted in them will begin to seep out of their system. The bones are the cages
which confine them to the Earth, where they are very much being held against their will.

Day 18
A suicidal stoner squid is nearing the end of their art career when they receive a message
from a wise, divine eel. The eel says: YOUR MASTERPIECE WILL BE THE ONE YOU
PAINT USING YOUR OWN FLESH. Now, the eel has a decision to make: paint with their
own skin and die for the sake of their art, or get stoned every day for the rest of their life,
enjoying the joyous chaos the drugs bring them.

Day 19
Merlin returns, enters outer space, and meets an alien. They get fucked up together on alien
substances made for long-term highs, and then make a failed attempt to rebuild Camelot with
aliens on a planet lacking gravity. Now, they are coming down, surrounded by the floating
ruins of their respective legacies, uncertain regarding what comes next.

Day 20
Alien pirates arrive on Earth, planning to pillage… but then they discover the sea. Moreover,
the alien pirates find that they immediately melt to their respective demises on contact with
it. Still, they are enamored. They sail the seven seas — all the while wondering if what waits
beneath the surface is worth the certainty of dissolving their corporeal forms.

Day 21
Alien ant colony. Everything here is psychedelic. An ant discovers sugar, becomes obsessed,
and reports back to his queen. Yet, the queen insists that because this substance appears to
be a remnant of former human colonization, it is evil and must be destroyed at once. Now the
ant has to make a decision: L I F T for glory and satisfaction, or S U C C U M B to the ruling
of his very wise queen?

Day 22
Vengeful aliens take cops captive. For some reason, slutguts are involved.

Day 23
Tentacles. Four queer tentacles in a four-way relationship are throwing a party. On the guest
list is a gut, a slut, a dragon cat, an alien, and a fiend. They have all done battle and have
complicated relationships with one another. Their game of “Never Have I Ever” quickly gets
heated.

Day 24
An alien — while tripping out — kisses a toad. Unsurprisingly, the toad turns into a
possessed pumpkin. Should the alien carve the pumpkin? Make a pumpkin pie? Quest to free
their little toad soul? Do battle with said toad? Ask if they want to makeout? Team up with
them for chaos and destruction? A combination of the above options? The alien seeks out
wisdom from a wise squidlord they just so happen to know.

Day 25
An octopus runs a haberdashery-bookstore hybrid shop. Suddenly, the belts transform into
serpents. The books won’t stop shrieking. The patrons fall into a trance and begin chanting.
The octopus’s tentacles slither across the floor and expand to reveal mouths with fanged
teeth — hungry, waiting.

Day 26
What is occurring is an uprising of B O N E S. Humans wake one morning to discover their
B O N E S are rebelling against them. Suddenly, the B O N E S are bursting out of their
respective humans’ bodies, beating their humans up, choking them out, searching for
meaning in their B O N E Y lives. They’re taking over the Earth. The aliens in the sky begin
to determine what comes next.

Day 27
A squid’s blog tanks after they are hacked by a meticulous tech gut. Do they start a new blog,
confront the gut, and destroy its life with preposterous rumors, become the thing they hate
the most (a meticulous tech gut who hacks into other creatures’ blogs), or go do drugs in a
haunted meadow -- screaming and tripping out in the hopes they eventually die?

Day 28
A human used to murder aliens and use their skins as puppets. The alien puppets come to
life after many years — a special feature in their space-born design — and take their revenge.
Now, the human is being disemboweled and readied to become the puppet of the very
creatures they captured and tormented for years.

Day 29
An Italian plumber does battle with a dragon-turtle. Mid-fight, the usually peachy princess he
is trying to save bursts forth from her skin, only to reveal that she is in fact a bloodthirsty
behemoth. Now, the plumber and the dragon-turtle are trapped in her stomach — forced to
either work out their problems and at least attempt a high-risk, likely-to-fail escape, or else
slowly suffocate between her guts, blood, and organs.

Day 30
The slutty aliens have won their war against the billionaire human colonizers! They do space
shrooms, celebrate, and determine what to do with the survivors. Suddenly, a gut appears —
energized, frothing, and with a universe-changing proposal in-tentacle.

Day 31
The universe folds into itself, and reemerges — irreversibly transformed.

We hope you had fun further embodying the C H A O S. Now —
come vibe with us [on the off chance you don’t already]!
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